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ABSTRACT

The Brain-Based Theory of Learning and Multimedia

The brain-based theory of learning, an eclectic theory
that incorporates the cognitive and humanistic views, was
researched.

Multimedia, a technology which supports the

principles of brain-based learning, was then selected as the
vehicle to present historical material to students.

The

goals of the current California History/Social Science
Framework as well as new California methods of assessment

were addressed during the multimedia dseign process.

This author contributed to the cfeatiPn of JFK, The

Final 100 Hours, a software package currently being designed
by students from California State University San Bernardino,
as well as by students from Texas and Florida.

This author

designed the section of the prototype entitled "Issues."
This prototype was presented at the National Educational

Computing Conference in Dallas, Texas in June, 1992.
The "Issues" section was designed based on the brain-

based theory of learning, the goals of the current California

History/Social Science Framework, and changes that have taken
place in regard to assessment within the state of California.
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INTRODUCTION

On July 10, 1987, the California State Board of

Education adopted the new History/Social Science Framework
for California Public Schools: Kindergarten Through Grade

Twelve.

With that adoption came a set of curricular goals

that differs greatly from those set forth in the past.

"The

object of the present revision of the history/social science

curriculum is to set forth, in an organized way, the
knowledge and understanding that our students need to
function intelligently now and in the future" (Californ-i a

History/Social Science Framework, 1988).
Some of the goals of the new framework include:

* The correlation of history/social science with other
disciplines.

* The importance of studying major historical events and
periods in depth as opposed to the superficial
skimming of enormous amounts of material.

* The use of new technologies, original source documents,
debates, simulations, role playing, or whatever means
that will bring the students into close encounters

with powerful ideas, great events, major issues,
significant trends, and the contributions of important
men and women.

* The use of video resources such as video programs and laser

discs, computer software, and newly emerging forms of
educational technology.

* Print and nonprint materials that present history and

geography in a holistic manner, integrated with the
humanities and the social sciences.

* Instructional materials that present history as an exciting

and fascinating story.

Materials that students can read

(or view or use) with interest, enthusiasm, and

pleasure (1988).

The goals stated above illustrate that the authors of
the new framework want history and social science to be more

engaging for students.

The California History/Social Science

Curriculum Committee states, "We hope that, as ambassadors to

the next generation, educators are able to use this framework
to develop students who have a passion for the subject area"

(California History/Social Science Framework Framework,
1988).

Changes have not only taken place in regard to
curriculum in California.

Methods for assessment are being

updated to remain in step with the new curriculum.

Dale

Carlson (1990), the California Assistant Superintendent of
Public Instruction and President Of the National Council on

Measurement in Education states that achievement testing must

change in order to fully implement the "meaning-centered,
'thinking' curriculum that we have been working hard to move
from vision to reality" (1990, p. 1).

support this view.

Hamm and Adams (1991)

They point out that with teaching methods

such as whole-language learning, meaningful mathematics,
thematic science, and cooperative learning, teachers cannot

adequately measure student abilities through the use of
multiple choice tests.

Carlson (1990) states that California is moving away

from such testing strategies and is instead implementing
authentic, performance-based assessment.

He points out that

hundreds of districts across the state are exploring many

forms of alternative assessment.

Some examples include open-

ended problenis, journals, notebooks, lab reports, and

portfolios (Hamm & Adams, 1991).
It has been illustrated that the history/social science

curriculum and methods of assessment have undergone changes
during the past few years.

This author has examined these

changes and has developed a learning tool that will meet the
demands of the new social studies curriculum and methods of
assessment.

Multimedia, a form of technology, was chosen as the
vehicle for the historical material.

Multimedia addresses

many of the goals of the new social studies framework.

In

addition, multimedia was selected because it lends itself to

new methods of assessment such as performanced-based

assessment and journal writing.

According to Blanchard and Rottenberg (1990), multimedia

is a mixture of technologies controlled by hypertext.
Information presented through multimedia is linked in a non
sequential manner.

Multimedia may incorporate information

from a variety of video and audio sources such as animation,

film, graphics, text, still images, music, speech, and
newsreels.

Furthermpfe, Yeager states that, "Multimedia is, in

part, about presenting information through more than one of
the senses....[It] is about condensing the amount of

information and packaging it in a way that makes it more

palatable and understandable" (1991, pp. 154-155).
To fulfill the goals Of this project, this author chose
to contribute to JFIC, The Final 100 Hours, a multimedia

project presently underway at California State University^
San Bernardino.

It will chronicle the last one hundred hours

of John F. Kennedy's life.
prototype

This author contributed to the

that was presented at the National Educational

Computing Conference in Dallas, Texas in June, 1992.

Her

portion of the project was designed with the new social
studies framework goals in mind.

incorporated as well.

New assessment methods were

The principles of the brain-based theory of teaching and

learning were used as a basis for the design.

Brain-based

learning parallels many of the views Of the cognitive
theorists as well as the humanistic thebrists.

theories will be discussed in depth.

These

The behaviorist views

will then be presented as a contrast to brain-based learning.

Upon examination of these theories, a knowledge base will be

established.

This knowledge base will be applied to the

project's design, in order to create a product that is
educationally valid.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

This author designed her portion of the JFif, The Final
100 Hours prototype using the principles of brain-based

learning.

In order that a better understanding of brain-

based learning may be reached, several leathihg theories will
be discussed.

The beliefs of the cognitive theorists and the

humanistic theorists will be detailed first.

Brain-based

learning incorporates views from both these theories.

The

behaviorist views will also be discussed so that a contrast

may be formed between the behaviorist and brain-based views.

Finally, the brain-based theory of teaching and learning will
be detailed as will multimedia, the technology used to create

JFK, The Fina^l 100 Hours.

THE

COGNITIVE

THF.ORT.qTS

Woolfolk and McCune-Nicolich interpret Jean Piaget's

theory of cognitive development as the process of how people
make sense of the world by gathering and organizing

information.

This development takes time, therefore there

are limitations on the types of material that can be taught
at any given time in a young person's life.

According to

Piaget's theory, young people develop in accord with their
genetic potential.

As this occurs, they change their

behavior to adapt to their envirpnment.

Such changes lead to

a "stable and predictable pattern of changes in cognitive
organization and structure" (p. 50).

According to Ginsburg and Opper (1988), Piaget stated

tbat people tend to organize these cognitive structures.
These structures are constantly combined and reorganized to

become more sophisticated and effective.
structures are called schemes.

These changing

These schemes represent

objects, thoughts, or actions in our world.

Data from our

world are organized into patterns so that we can make sense

of what is encountered.

For example, a red traffic light has

been incorporated into a scheme to represent the need for a

vehicle to stop.

We are able to make sense of the red light

because we have experienced it before and have learned the

appropriate action;

Included within the same pattern would

be the ability to proceed for a green light, and slow to a
stop for a yellow traffic light.

New schemes develop through experience and interaction

with the environment.

Piaget believed that humans constantly

attempt to interact more satisfactorily with the environment.

Assimilation, one process of adaptation, involves attempting
to understand something new by tidying to fit it into what is

already known.

Accommodation refers to completely changing

existing schemes in response to a new situation (Mayer,
1987).

Piaget believed that there were four factors that

influence development.

These are: maturation, experience,

social interaction, and equilibration.

Maturation refers to

biological changes that take place within an individual.

Experience involves handling, moving, and thinking about

concrete objects, and thinking through processes involving

them.

Social interaction refers to learning from others.

Equilibration is thd search for balance or equilibrium
(Charles, 1974),

Piaget theorized that humans prefer a state of

equilibrium as opposed to disequilibrium.

New information is

continually assimilated by fitting it into existing schemes.
If the new information does not fit, accomodation takes place
and schemes change (Mayer, 1987).
Woolfolk and McGune-Nicolich (1984) detail the four

stages within Jean Piaget's theory of cognitive development.

Sensorimotor (0-2 years)

* Begins to make use of imitation, memory, and thought.
* Begins to recognize that objects do not cease to exist when
they are hidden.

* Moves from reflex actions to goal directed activity.

Ereoperational (2-7 years)

* Gradual Xanguage development and ability, to think in
symbol-ic ■.form..-'-:

* Able to think operations through logically in one
direction

* Ha;s difficulty seeing another person^s point of view, i

Goncrete Gperational (7-11 years)

* Able to dolve concrete (hands-on) problems in logical
fashion.

* Understands laws of conservation and is able to classify
and seriate (order items from large to small) .

■

* Understands reversibility.

Formal Operational (11-15 years)

* Able to solve abstract problems in logical fashion.
* Thinking becomes more scientific.

* Develops concern about social issues, identity.

These four stages are cumulative.
the one that preceeds it.

Each stage builds on

In addition, Piaget pointed out

that simply knowing a child's age does not guarantee that the

child has reached a certain stage of development (Mayer,
1987) .

The tradition of cognitive-developmental psychology goes
back to the work of John Dewey.

Like Piaget, Dewey thought

thht development occurred sequentially, pr in stages (Ozmon &

Graver, 1990).

Dewey saw the child as an active participant

in phe learning process.

He felt that rchiidfen le^

by

doing, "maintaining that we do what we learn and we learn

what we do" (Strom & Bernard, 1982, p. 133).

Dewey viewed

the person as: engaged continually in transactions with the

world; sensing problems and opportunities; creating
solutions; and acting to reach personal goals (Cronbach,
1977).

In his book Experience & Education, John Dewey described
the relationship between teaching—providing students with
useful experiences—and learning—the acquisition of
knowledge.

According to Dewey, "All genuine education comes

about through experience" (Dewey, cited in Mayer, 1987, p.

8).

Dewey also felt that students should participate in the

planning of classroom activities (Cronbach, 1977).

He emphasized the need to make learning relevant to the
student's life.

According to Dewey,

"When primary attention

is focused upon subject matter rather than on the contents of

the child's own experience, children may, [for example] be
able to quote Shakespeare without seeing how Shakespeare's

works can inform them about their own lives" (Dewey, cited in
Ozmon & Graver, 1990, p. 144).
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Jerome Bruner, another cognitive theorist, is probably
best known for his contributions to the "discovery method" of

teaching and learning.

The discovery approach is closely

linked to Dewey's emphasis oh learning by doing.

"Bruner

would like to see pupils discover for themselves the

principles, relationships, and generalizations that encourage
insight and bind concepts together" (Strom & Bernard, 1982,
p. 497).

According to Bruner (cited in Mayer, 1987)., students

learn better when they discover the rules.

Learning in such

a manner allows the child to organize the material in a

meaningful way.

For example, telling a child that a:n insect

has three main body parts, six legs, and two antennae is not

as effective, according to Bruner, as allowing a child to
examine various insects and determine these characteristics
himself.

Bruner further states that learning depends on the

presence of (1) stimulation or an opportunity for growth, (2)
an attitude of play, (3) identification with positive role
models, and (4) freedom from excessive drive and anxiety
(Bruner, cited in Culross & Jenkins-Friedman, 1988).

Bruner

also states that "The major activity of all human beings is
to extract meaning from their encounters with the world"
(Bruner, 1990, p. 345). ;
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Gopnik (1990) illustrated three themes that Bruner

emphasizes.

The first theme is: Knowing is doing; Knowing is

not only doing, it is doing something; and Knowing is doing
something with someone else.

These themes illustrate

Bruner's belief that the child should be actively involved,
with other students, in discovery learning.

To continue with the theme of discovery learning,
Seymour Papert has made important contributions to this
theory.

Papert believed in placing children in an

environment that allows them to discover and explore on their
own.

He felt that children are responsible for their own

learning and that concepts and skills will be attained
through such discovery.

Papert "believed in the notion that

children learn best when they are constructors of their own
knowledge" (Thornburg, 1991, p. 62).

Papert advocated the

use of the programming language LOGO as a tool to facilitate
discovery learning.
One of the features of the LOGO programming language is
a "turtle" that moves around on the screen, leaving lines
where it goes.

The child inputs commands such as "Forward 10

spaces," or "Right 90," (for a 90 degree turn).

can then create drawings.

The child

Once the child creates a drawing,

it can then be named and recalled at a later time.

"According to Papert, as children explore LOGO, they develop

'powerful ideas' concerning how to solve problems
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procedurally" (Mayer, 1987, p. 156).

Thornburg (1991) points

out that LOGO is a positive addition to the classroom because

it lets all children express their ideas regardless of their
intelligence level.

Martin adds that LOGO "will assist in

the development of the child's 'thinking skills' by making
him actively react mentally to learning situations,

LOGO can

in this way be claimed to have across-the-board educational
relevance" (1986, p. 9),
To conclude, cognitive theorists believe that there are

j

stages in development. Children who have not attained a

:

higher stage cannot be forced to learn something that they
are not yet rea-dy to learn.

I

Also, cognivitists believe that

events that are encountered within our world are incorporated
into patterns, or schemes.

of the world.

These schemes help us make sense

As illustrated by the methods of Dewey,

Bruner, and Papert, "discovery learning," or "learning by
doing," is felt to be an effective method of instruction.

In addition, Woolfolk and McCune-Nicolich (1984, p.
195), state that "the cognitive view of learning sees people
as active.

They initiate the experiences that lead to

learning, seek out information, solve problems, rearrange and

reorganize what they already know to achieve new learning."
The cognitivists, unlike the behaviorists, feel that
people are not passively influenced by environmental events.

They believe that "people actively choose, decide, practice.
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pay attention, ignore, and make many other responses as they
pursue goals" (Woolfolk & McCune-Nicolich, 1984, p. 195).

This action on the part of the person.is at the heart of the
cognitive learning theory.

THE HUMANISTIC THEORY OF LEARNING

Humanistic psyChdlpgy is linked to cognitive psychology
in the way both theories explain how humans learn.

According

to Strom and Hernard.(1982) humanistic theorists believe that

people play an active role in the psychological processes.
Miller points out that "we are not passive learners or
receivers of knowledge, we are active participants in

learning pursuits" (cited in Strom & Bernard, 1982, p. 530).

This belief parallels that of the cbgnitivists previously
discussed.

The humanists believe that teachers should emphasize the
curriculum, but should move beyond the curriculum as well.

Humanists emphasize Oft-ignored human qualities such as love,
creativity, values, ego transcendence, identity, objectivity,
and autonomy.

These qualities are generally not included in

the prescribed curriculum.
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Kershenbaum (cited in Strom & Bernard, 1982, p. 518)
directed attention to ways educators may emphasize these
qualities in the classroom,:

* Anticipating lifelong tasks of choice and decisionmaking by permitting students to make choices in their
school lives.

* Devising curricula that are pertinent to the lives of
students.

* Emphasizing lifestyle skills such as values clarification,
human relations, personal identity, motivation, and
responsibilities of students.

* Emphasizing the whole person.
* Focusing on individual felt concerns of students.
* Moving from teachers as instructors to teachers as

learners, with students and teachers as partners in
learning adventures.

This is not new curriculum to be added, but the
reorganization of the methods of delivery of the curriculum.
One change educators could make would be to communicate

constantly with students.

They would thereby discover the

students' needs and desires.

Strom & Bernard (1982) stress

that teachers must become sensitive to the child's world to
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conununicate effectively.

Also, educators should practice

active listening so that they focus on their students' needs.

THE BEHAVTORTSTS

•

in direct contrast to the cognitive view 6f learning,
behaviorists consider learning to be a change in behavior or
a change in the way a person acts in a particular situation.

This change comes about through experience and the

interaction of a person with his or her environment.

Many

behaviorists focus solely on observable behavior and

behavioral changes.

Concepts such as thinking and emotion

are often not discussed because they cannot be observed
directly (Wbolfolk & McCune-Nicolich, 1984).

One of the earliest behavioral psychologists was Ivan
Pavlov.

Pavlbv devised a number of conditioning experiments

to study reflex actions in humans and animals.

with dogs in a laboratory setting.
ring a bell, and then feed the dog.

Essentially, he would
Eventually, the dog

began to associate the bell with food.

Hence the dog would

begin to salivate when the bell was rung.
metronome to achieve the same effects.

He also used a

The bell and

metronome are known as a conditioned stimulus.

conditioned response was the salivation.
considered the reinforcement.
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Pavlov worked

The

The food was

Pavlov also discovered that a

conditioned response could be extinguished when reinforceitient
was removed.

'

Another pioneer behaviorist was J. B. Watson.

He wanted

to convert psychology into an experimental science that would
consider Objective data.

Watson, in one of his most well-

known experiments, and against popular view, "argued that he
could, by environmental manipulation, turn a normal baby into

any kind of person desired—doctor, lawyer, merchant, thief"
(Strom & Bernard, 1990, p. 221).

Watson performed a series of experiments to test for
instincts in children.

Children were expected to

instinctively fear such animals as black cats, reptiles,

white rats, pigeons, and dogs.

He observed no such fear.

Therefore, he posed the following question:

"How does an

infant, who came into the world with practically no fears or
instincts of avoidance, become a child who is fearful of so

many things just a few years later?"

His hypothesis was that

such fears are learned through interaction with the

environment.

He tested his hypothesis by deliberately

building up fears in an infant, and then removing those fears
(Strom & Bernard, 1982).

At the conclusion of Watson's experiments, he pursued a
different aspect of coriditioning.

He received a grant from

the Rockefeller Memorial fund and worked with Mary Cover
Jones on a project involving the elimination of children's
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fears.

The research findings indicated that environmental

influences have a great deal to do with shaping behavior
(Strom & Bernard, 1982).

E. L. Thorndike believed that anything which exists,
exists in some quantity of being measured (Ozmon & Graver,
1990).

Thorndike's "reactive" psychology is symbolized by

the S—>R formula.

According to this formula, a stimulus

acts on an organism to produce a response (Strom & Bernard,
1982).
Thorndike believed that the central theme in education

is an externally manipulated change in the learner.

that "education" referred to "changes."

He felt

According to

Thorndike, "no one is educated who stays as he was" (cited in
Mayer, 1987, p. 8).

Thorndike conducted many experiments to test his "Law of

Effect."

Essentially, the Law of Effect states that if a

behavior is followed by satisfaction, it will be more likely

to occur again in the future.

If a behavior is followed by

discomfort, it is less likely to be repeated (Mayer, 1987).
Thorndike transferred this theory to education.

He

explained that children will not find satisfaction if
teachers choose educational activities that children find

annoying.

He encouraged noise, movement, play, and freedom

in the classroom.

In addition, topics that allow students to
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share experiences and utilize several senses are recommended
(Strom & Bernard, 1982).

B. F. Skinner based his findings on observations and
controlled scientific experiment.

He advocated the use of

extrinsic rewards to immediately reward desired behavior.
Extrinsic rewards can be replaced by more intrinsic ones at a
later date (Ozmot & Graver, 1990).

According to Ozmon & Graver, "The primary aim of

behavioristic techniques is to change behavior and point it
in more desirable directions" (1990, p. 214).

Skinner believed that children should know immediately
when they are right or wrong.

He therefore supported such

methods as immediate reinforcement, programmed learning, and
teaching machines.

reinforcement,

Skinner believed in using only positive

whereas many behaviorists use negative

reinforcement as well (Ozmon & Graver, 1990).

Skinner also advocated the use of the "teaching
machine."

His teaching machines allowed the child to learn

in small steps.

successful.

He believed that the child should be

If a child missed a question or two, he should

be allowed to continue.

The teacher would remove a child

from a program if he was unsuccessful.

Skinner emphasized

many benefits to using the teaching machine: immediate
reinforcement, quality programming, and learning in small
steps to avoid failure (Qzmon & Graver, 1990).

1 9

Skinner is also known for his work with operant
conditioning.

His "Skinner Box" was the means used to

conduct his experiments.
reinforcement.

The experiments involved

The animals inside the box obtained

reinforcement (bits of food) by pressing a lever.

There was

no stimulus so Skinner termed the conditioning "operant"
since the animal operated on its environment (Strom &
Bernard, 1982).

Skinner emphasized that "All humans learn those actions
that are rewarded" and "Children are conditioned to misbehave

when they get attention only if they misbehave obnoxiously"
(Strom & Bernard, 1982, pp. 469-470).

In summary, behaviorists believe that learning is a
change in behavior.
measurable.

That change must be observable and

In addition, they feel that behavior is

determined by the environment.

Behaviorists directly

contrast with the cognitivists and the humanists.
not look for internal changes in an individual.

They do
As Skinner

pointed out.

We need to look outside individuals rather than

inside them for a solution to our problems.

As

long as psychologists continue to look inside, they
are misdirecting us. And that could prove quite
serious, because I doubt there is anything
inside that can really be changed (Skinner, cited in
Strom & Bernard, 1982, p. 471).
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THE BRAIN-BASED THEORY OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

Brain-based learning theories are founded upon cognitive
and humanistic views.

Theory.

One such example is Hart's Proster

To formulate his theory. Hart also researched the
r". ,

-

,

■

,

,

neurosciences, anthropology, computer scxence, information

processing, and evolutionary studies (Hart, 1983).

Proster

Theory defines learning as "the acquisition of useful
programs" (Hart, 1978).

According to Delia Neve (1986), a

program is a set of steps required to accomplish a goal.
Nummela and RoSengren

Theory.

subscribe to Hart's Proster

"Prosters" or "program structures" are defined as "a

collection of stored programs, related to a particular

pattern, such as walking, running, letter recognition, and
related concepts" (Hart, cited in Nummela & Rosengren, 1986,
p. 50).

Nummela and Rosengren emphasized the need for educators
to have a basic understanding of what is happening inside the
brain as information is received. First, the student receives

external sensory input followed by internal processing.

Next, the student attempts to assimilate the input.

Thus,

"in an attempt to store new information, the brain 'calls up'
or matches, compares, and patterns incoming information with
similar...factors already stored in an individual's memory"

(Nummela & Rosengren, 1986, p. 50).
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This theory was

described by Piaget, but he used the term "schemes" instead

The authors further stated that "the most effective

learning occurs when external sensory input challenges the
student's brain to (1) 'call up' the greatest number of

appropriate programs, (2) expand an already existing program,
and (3) develop new programs" (p. 49).
But how is such learning facilitated?

First, educators

should create a learning atmosphere that is low in threat (R,
N. Caine & G. Caine, 1990; Delia Neve, 1985; Hart, 1981). R.
N. Caine and G. Caine refer to this as "relaxed alertness," a

mental state produced when an environment low in threat and

high in challenge is provided.
A second factor that affects the building of effective

programs is the exposure of the student to "real-world"
situations. Is the material to be learned meaningful to the
:child?

Does it relate to the student's world?

Theorists

emphasize that "real-life" situations should be a part of the
■ curriculum (Delia Neve, 1985; Nummela & Rosengren, 1986).

Such examples would include the use of metaphor in the
classroom, and the inclusion of field trips that are an

integral part of the curriculum (R. N. Caine & G. Caine,
1991).

Moreover, material should be presented in huge

quantities.

Such input, according to Delia Neve, "provides
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the raw materials from which students extract patterns.

A

brain-compatible program should aim for a tenfold increase in
input over the conventional classroom" (1986, p. 146).
Hart (1978) also points out that the brain does not

always assimilate input in a linear fashion.

Therefore,

material should be presented in a variety of ways.

A

positive beginning for educators is to increase the quantity
and quality of teaching methods used in the classroom.

Such

an approach will reach the greatest number of learners.

Hart

(1978) advocates the use of "self-learning" opportunities,

which promote the acquisition of useful programs.

R. N.

Caine and G. Caine (1991) suggest the implementation of

discovery learning.

In addition, educators can adopt a

holistic approach by integrating the subject areas.

As

Nummela and Rosengren point out, "the most comprehensive

learning includes...the careful orchestration of
multidimensional teaching strategies" (1986, p. 49).
Crowell also advocates such approaches.

He states that

presently.

We have separate subjects, separate skills, separate
objectives, separate evaluations, segmented
continuums, linear methods, behavioral techniques,
and isolated classrooms. These practices are not
necessarily wrong, but they are based on assumptions
that apply less and less to the new understandings we
have of the world. Moreover, they convey
to
students a world of knowledge unrelated to meaning
and a world in which outcome is independent of
process (1989, p.
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Growell (1989)/ believes that

learning is an

approach to teaching that will create a more "integrated and
cohesive" atmosphere in our schools.
Another concept that brain-based theorists stress is
that each brain is unique.

There are a variety of learning

styles within each classroom of students.

A final

consideration is that of learning preference.

Teachers

should make allowances for visual, tactile, and auditory

learning preferences (R. N. Caine & G. Caine, 1991).
To conclude, brain-based learning supports the views of
the cognitive and humanistic theorists.

However, the theory

builds on those views to include research from many other

fields, including the neurosciences.

Proster Theory calls on

educators to produce a learning atmosphere that is low in
threat and high in challenge, to increase brain input by a
factor of ten, and to expose children to real-world learning
experiences.

V

In order to accomplish these goals, educators must

increase the quantity and quality of teaching methods used in
the classroom.

Various teaching strategies have been

In addition, R. N. Caine and G. Caine point out that.

There are signs of an emerging awareness that
creating educated human beings is a complex and
skillful process, warrenting a grasp of how the brain
learns. Examples include the California Frameworks
in History/Social Science (1988), English/Language
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Arts (1988), anci Science (1990), which spell out the
need to acknowledge information on brain functioning
in designing the curriculum.,..The History/Social
Science Framework calls for incorporation of the arts
into the social studies classroom and encourages
holistic approaches (1991, p. 10).

Framework committees are taking brain-based theory into
consideration when designing curriculum.

Many of the social

studies framework goals aforementioned, such as studying
history in depth and the use of holistic approaches, are
advocated by brain-based theorists.
Furthermore, new methods of assessment adhere to the

brain-based approach.

R. N. Caine and G. Caine state that

"testing and evaluation have to accommodate creativity and
open-endedness" (1991, p. 8).

Hart (1983) adds that evidence

of learning should be based on performance, not answering
questions.

These brain-based views complement the new

assessment methods listed earlier.

California is stressing

the use of authentic, performance-based assessment.

Such

examples include open-ended problems, journals, notebooks,
lab reports, and portfolios.

Finally, the views of the brain-based theorists support
the use of multimedia, a technology that incorporates the
goals of the current California History/Social Science
Frameworkf as well as the new California assessment

strategies.
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MULTIMEDIA

According to McCarthy, interactive multimedia can be

defined as "the integration of text, audio, graphics, still
image, and moving pictures into a single, computercontrolled, multimedia product" (McCarthy, as cited in

SchrOeder, 1992, p. 59).

A multimedia workstation might

include a videodisc player, a CD-ROM player, a scanner, a
music synthesizer, and a high resolution monitor, all

connected to a computer (Schroeder, 1992).
Schroeder (1992) goes on to state that an interactive
multimedia system consists of four components: (1) the
information or data system; (2) the software for accessing
the information; (3) the hardware or technology; and (4) the

communications system needed to connect all these parts.

The

information or data system include storage media such as
laser videodisc and compact disc.

The software component

includes such programs as HyperCard, Toolbook, Linkway,
Quest, Guide, and Notecards.

The hardware component includes such equipment as a CD
ROM player (for compact discs), a videodisc player, an audio

digitizer, a video digitizer, and a digital scanner.
are connected to a single computer system.
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These

The communications system consists of networks that

connect the hardware^t

multimeciid databases, in case the

ednipnidnt is shared airtphg wdrkstatidns CSchtoeder^^^^

.

Literature suggests that there are many advantages to

teaching with interactive multimedia. Schroeder (1992) and
Park (1991) both emphasize the fact "learner control" is a
benefit of multimedia.

Park states that "the,instructional

■ principle of 'learner control' has been an appealing issue in
education because of its potential possibility to increase
student motivation, to develop self-learning ability, and

consequently, to yield the best learning achievement" (1991, ,
p. 27).

This control helps to create proactive learners as

opposed to passive receptors of knowledge.

"The kids, after

all, have to take the initiative in following the paths and

clicking into the stacks" (McCarthy, 1989, p. 30).

This

style of learning follows the beliefs of the brain-based
theorists, who believe that students are responsible for
their own learning.

They also feel that when a child must

act to initiate learning, the learning becomes more

meaningful (R. N. Caine & G. Caine, 1990).
Multimedia also accounts for the need to address

different learning styles.

D'Ignazio states that multimedia

"allows the learner to select information in the format or

formats best suited to his/her learning style, ability level,
and information needs through one unified system of access
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(1990, p. 59).

Lanza stated that multimedia "allows learners

to access knowledge from multiple perspectives for various

purposes and via different learning strategies" (1991, p.
21).

Brain-based theorists stress the need to allow for

differences in learning strategies.

Lanza also emphasized that multimedia promotes thinking
skills.

Roselli (1991) adds to this point by stating that

"this kind of learning environment obliges the learner to
make decisions continually and to assess constantly his state

of progress, forcing him to apply higher-order intellectual
powers" (p. 42),

Schmuck and Schmuck, as cited in Cummings

(1992, p. 9), "suggest that when students are given
opportunities to make choices, they will be more likely to

perform up to their intellectual capabilities."

R. N. Caine

and G. Caine, two brain-based theorists, refer to this
ability as "active processing" (1990).

The child reflects on

what has happened and what will happen.
We, as educators, need to give students the opportunity
to use multimedia.

Students will never learn to assume

responsibility if we do not give them opportunities to do so.
Access to multimedia presents such an opportunity.

Cummings

(1992) emphasizes the need for employees who are "critically
thinking individuals" and are capable of "self-directed

learning."

He states that businesses will seek out such

individuals.

Kelly (1991, p. 380) points out that "we have
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been experts at teaching facts; now we need to become expert

at helping all students learn how to think."

We must begin

"educating students of today for the challenges of tomorrow"

(Kelly, 1991, p. 380).

R. N. Caine and G. Caine stressed

that workers will be needed who can govern themselves, who

are problem solvers, decision makers, adept negotiators, and

thinkers who are at home with open-endedness, flexibility,
and resourcefulness.

The "learner-control" aspect of

multimedia allows children to develop such qualities.

CQNCLtJSION

Multimedia is a learning tool that supports the brainbased theory of learning and teaching.

This theory

incorporates many cognitive views, including the belief that

people are active learners.
information.

They do not passively receive

Multimedia allows students to act.

they must act to progress through the software.

theorists support meaningful learning.
meaningful technology.

adult world.

In fact

Brain-based

Multimedia is a

It may help prepare a child for the

In addition, this technology permits students

to develop "self-learning" strategies, which are advocated by
brain-based theorists.

nature.

Multimedia is also holistic in

Students can study a period in history by calling up

stories from the time, famous artwork, or original diary
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entries.

They can write journal entries within the program.

They can even study medicinal cures of the time.

A wealth of

programs is available that covers a wide curricular area.

Finally, multimedia accommodates various learning styles.

It

allows for visual, auditory, and tactile learning strategies.
Multimedia also fulfills many of the goals of the

History/Social Science Framework.

Multimedia correlates

history and social science with other subject areas.

As R.

N. Caine and G. Caine (1991) pointed out, this framework

encourages holistic approaches.

Multimedia takes one topic

and covers it in depth as opposed to skimming broader time
periods.

It can present history as an exciting and

fascinating story.

In addition, the authors of the new

framework stress the need for "new technologies, original
source documents, debates....or whatever means that will

bring the students into close encounters with powerful ideas,
great events, major issues, significant trends, and the
contributions of important men and women." They also stress
the need for laser discs, computer software, and newly

emerging forms of educational technologies.

These goals are

also fulfilled by the use of multimedia.

To conclude, multimedia lends itself to new assessment
strategies as opposed to outdated "multiple choice" type
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tests.

For example, students could demonstrate their

knowledge of the subject matter by word-processing journal
entries.

The jdurnal ehtries may be

on a computer

disk, then placed in the student's; portfolio.
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CHAPTER III

STATEMENT OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The primary goal of this project was to develop a
multimedia software package based on the brain-based theory
of teaching and learning.

This eclectic theory was selected

since it incorporates both the cognitive and humanistic
views.

The principles of brain-based learning were utilized

as a foundation for the software design.

In order to carry out the goals of this project, a
knowledge base was established.

First, the cognitive and

humanistic learning theories were examined.

They were then

contrasted with the behaviorist views.

Once this knowledge base was established, the software

package was designed according to two objectives.

First, the

software incorporated the goals of the current California

History/Social Science Framework.

Second, new California

assessment strategies were integrated into the software.
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CHAPTER

\

'

THH PROJECT

BACKGROUND: JFK.; THE FINAL 100 HOURS

This ^uthor became involved in the JFR, The Final 100
Hours project while enrolled in the Interactive Multimedia

class at California State University^. San Bernardino during
the Spring, 1992 quarter>

The leaders of the project> Dr. ■

Susan Cooper, Dr. Rowena Santiago, and Frank Slaton, were
seeking Instructional Technology M. A. students to contribute

to the project.

To qualify for involvement in the project, a

statement was required detailing technological experience and
expertise.

After the candidates were selected, each was

assigned to a team.

Dr. Cooper led the research team; Frank

Slaton led the scanning and audio team; and Dr. Santiago was
in charge of design and scripting.

The scripting (authoring)

was to be prepared in HyperCard, an authoring program
designed for the Macintosh computer.

This author was

assigned to Dr. Santiago's team.
The design and scripting team met to divide tasks. .The

project would consist of several sections, each to be
assigned to a team member.

;

The sections included a mapline

(which would detail Kennedy's movements during the one

hundred hours), a datebook (which would include an itinerary
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of Kennedy's appointments and appearances), a biographical
section detailing Kennedy's life, a notebook (where students

could take notes), and an "Issues" section describing
pertinent issues of the Kennedy administration.
This author chose to work on the"Issues" section.

She

contacted Frank Slaton, who possessed a copy of the issues to
be researched.

Only one issue was to be included in the

prototype, and "The Peace Corps" was selected.

"TSSITES" - THE

STACK

screen Oraanization and the Development Process

Figure 1 illustrates the overall design of the "Issues"

stack.

When students open JFK, The Final 100 Hours, they see

a title screen (see Figure 2).

There is a "Credits" button

that students may click on to view the contributing authors

(see Figure 3).

Clicking on the 'VCredits" button a second

time will remove the credits.

Students may then click on the

forward arrow button to proceed to the main menu (see Figure

4).

From the main menu Students may select any section by

clicking on the menu bar.

To proceed to the "Issues"

section, students click on the "Issues" icon, a question

mark.

A question mark icon was chosen to indicate that many
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JFK Main Menu

Mapline

JFK

Opening

Datebook

Screen

[issues I
Other Topics

"Issues"

•Introduction
Screen

"Issues" Main Menu

The Peace Corps
Main Menu

The CIA

Nasa and The Space Race
The

Peace

The Peace Corps-Defined

Corps

Goals and Functions

Other Topics

Goals

Kennedy
and

The Peace Corps

Other Topics

and

Functions
of
The

,

Peace

History
of

The- Peace Corps

Corps

History of
. The Peace ,
corps

(continued)

Volunteer

Requirements
of

The Peace Corps

JFK

Editorial

Activities

Volunteer

Requirements
of

The Peace Corps
(continued)

Figure 1. JFK, The Final 100 Hours - Organizational Structure of
"Issues" Stack.
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FK
The Final 100 Hours
California State University
San Bernardino

Figure 2. JFK^ The Final TOO Hours:- Opening ;Screen.

FK
The Final 100 Hours
California State Un

TaniE^vis
NancyHofrock

Bret Knight

San Bemardii

Deid^Laflamme

%inberli Mulford
aniTieyonaw
Frank Slatcm

Figure 3. JFK, The Flhali 100 Hours [ WCredips.
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This pfototype pfoject was created as a collaborative effort by
students and faculty in the MA program in Instructional
Technology at CSUSB,the History and Art Departments,CSUSB,
as well as students and faculty at Moreno Valley High School,
California through the Christopher Columbus Consortium.
Hiotographsarid newspaperreprintswerecbtainedfrom: TheTampa
Tribune,The Houston Chronicle,The Miami Herald,TheTampaTimes,The

Dallas Morning News,TheSan Antonio Express,andthe New YorkTimes.

MapLine

Datebook

1

m

NoteBook

issues

Figure 4. JFK, The Final 100 Hours - Main Menu.
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All About JFK

of the students' questions about JFK issues would be
answered.

After clicking on the "Issues" button, students arrive
at the front page of a newspaper (see Figure 5),

The

"Issues" section was designed using a newspaper metaphor.
The newspaper is entitled "The New Frontier Gazette," named

after Kennedy's program for change.

The newspaper is

appropriately priced for the year it represents.
of newspapers were reviewed to ensure accuracy.

Back issues
The date and

volume number were chosen because they fell during the JFK

Administration.

The front page explains the meaning of "The

New Frontier." It also explains that the newspaper covers the
issues of the JFK Administration.

Students are instructed to

click on the topic of their choice in the mini-index.

The photo of Kennedy was included because the design
team had access to it.

However, we did not yet have

permission to use this photo.

Therefore, the "Pending

Copyright" button was included.

This button was not intended

to remain in the final program.

Upon clicking on the button,

relevant copyright information may be viewed.

The "copyright

team" was to attempt to get rights to use this photo.

If

they were unable to acquire such rights, a different photo
would be inserted.

If rights were obtained, the button would

be removed.
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Vol

Honday> June 5/1961

LXXIY

Daily 10 cents

Covering all ofthe JFK issuessince December 1,1961
Tggiipg

New Frontier

Keru:iec^sMriiriistatic^
wasknownas"Tlie New

oftheissuesofthe

Frantier." TTie Resident

Keroiecfy'Ahriiriistratian.
Tolearnaboutanissue,

wasawareofprcblems

dickonthetopicofyour

faringtheoountiysuchas:
alackoffood children

du]doeintheindec

suffering,and thecruel
treatmentofblackpeople.

Index

Domestic Issues
Domestic Personalities
World Issues and
Personalities

<>

<jO

The New Frontier washis

nameforthechan^he
wouldliketosee
place
inthenation.

-(PENDIlslG COPVRIGHT)-

Finure 5. JFK, The Final,100 Hours - "Issues" Introduction Screen,
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Once students click on the index, they are taken to the

"Issues" main menu (see Figure 6).

The three topics to be

researched were "Domestic Issues," "Domestic Personalities,"
and "World Issues and Personalities."
viewed in Figure 5.

These topics can be

They were not included in Figure 6

because they detracted from the "newspaper look."

make use of eye-catching headlines.
were changed accordingly.

Newspapers

Therefore, the topics

"Domestic Issues" became

"Kennedy's Top Priority Domestic Issues Announced."

"Domestic Personalities" became "Time Magazine Lists Domestic
Personalities of Interest."

Finally, "World Issues and

Personalities" became "In World News."

The screens were designed to promote ease of navigation.

There is a left arrow that takes users to the previous card
in the stack, a right arrow that goes to the next card, and a
"go back" arrow that goes to the card that the user had last
used.

These three arrows are located in the same section on

each card.

The United States Flag was selected because most

newspapers contain photos or advertisements on many of their
pages.

Also, the use of scanned images throughout the stack

would allow for the inclusion of multimedia options such as

videodisc or CD-ROM.
RAM limit.

The prototype team was constrained by a

Therefore, links to videodisc and CD-ROM were

omitted.
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^rontter(lagjth
Vol. LXXIV

Monday, June 5, 1961

Dally 10 cents

Issues and Personalities of the JFK Administration
Kennecfy'sTop Rriority
Domestic Issuk Announced

Time Magazine lists

In World News
Domestic Personalities
•Fidel Castro's Cuba
ofbiteirest

•Cuban emignesin the US.

•The CIA

•The Givi1 Rights Movement
•TheEeonomy

•The FB.I.and J.Edgar Hoover
•NASA and The Space Race
•Organized Crime

•The Revamping of the

Military

•Lyndon Johnson
•Jacqueline Kennedy
•Joseph Kennedy
•Robert F. Kennedy
•Kennedy's leading

•Nikita Khrushchev,U.S.S.R
•The Peace Corps

•The Progression of the
Vietnam War

Republican rival
•Marilyn Monroe
•Publicity Surrounding
the"Rat Pack"
•Texas Polltics

p
Figure 6. JFK, The Final. 100 Hours - "Issues" Main Menu.
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The "Peace Corps" button is the only active button on

this screen.

When students click on "The Peace Corps," they

are taken to "The Peace Corps" main menu (see Figure 7).

There is a marked difference in this screen's arrangement in
comparison to the previous screens.

Since this is no longer

a "front page," the numbering system has changed.

page A-2 of the newspaper.
newspaper index.

This is

It is designed to resemble a

It will be noted that both "Kennedy and The

Peace Corps" and "The Peace Corps—Defined" are on page A-3.
This is due to the fact that they are included on the same
screen within the stack.

The main screen for "The Peace Corp5" includes a photo
of a Peace Corps volunteer (in rear) helping with roof
repairs.

A link to videodisc could later be added here so

students could "see" Peace Corps volunteers in action. The

screen design for the newspaper title and date are arranged

differently to reflect that this is no longer the first page
of a section.

Clicking on either "Kennedy and The Peace

Corps" or "The Peace Corps—Defined" will take users to page
A-3 of the newspaper (see Figure 8).

A portion of JFK's inaugural address was included at

this level. These graphics may later be enhanced by a link to
CD-ROM containing Kennedy's speech.

Students could then hear

the speech by clicking on it after the link is created.
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A-2

The Nev Frontier Gazette

Monday, Juno 5, 1 96!

The Peace Corps
Kennedy's Vision of Peace
Throughouf the World
Index

i

Kennedy and The Peace Gqrps A-3
The Peace Corps—Defined
Goals and Functions

A-3

B-3

History of the Peace Corps B-l
Volunteer Requirements C-1
JFK Editorial Activities D-1

Pending Copyright

<>

<=>

<P

Figure 7. JFK, The Final 100 Hours - "The Peace Corps" Main Menu.

I A"3 Monday, June 5, 1961

The Nev Frontier Gazette
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World Freedom?
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fellow Americans,
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March 1,1961 with the
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social and political reform,

man."
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consists of men and
women who
volunteer to workin

developing countries.
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fji

■w.

-from

JFK's inaugural Spooch
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<i9

Figure 8. JFK, The Final lOQ Hours - "Kennedy and The Peace Corps.
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screen is similar to page A-2 in design.

The "go back" arrow

icon will return the user to "The Peace Corps" main menu.
Students may select a second item from the index on page

A-2f "Goals and functions" (see Figure 9).

The scanned image

of the children holding hands was included to represent world

peace.

This image did not scan in clearly.

It was necessary

to use a HyperCard function called "FatBits" to adjust the
pixels within the image.

Another index topic, the "History of the Peace Corps"
(see Figure 10), was formatted as page 1 of the "B" section

of the newspaper.

The difference is found in the heading.

An appropriate font was not found that could generate this
italicized version of "History," so the word was scanned and

the pixels were adjusted.

The "History" article, which

explains William James' role in the formation of the Peace
Corps is cross-referenced to page B-5.

Since newspapers often do this, the metaphor becomes
more realistic and relevant.

When users click to cross-

reference, they are taken to page B-5, where the article's

information is found (see Figure 11).

A photo of William

James and President Kennedy was added to enhance the

information provided.

However, the final version of the

project may omit the photograph due to its poor quality.
Rescanning the image using more memory is one possible
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B-3

The Nev Frontier Gazette

Monday^ Juiie 5^ 1961

Goals

There are three main

Functions

Before Peace Corps volunteers go to work,a host country
must request their presence. After a requestfor aid,the

goals that Peace Corps
speaks with the host country's government to
volunteers tryto achieve, Cbips
determine the skills that the volunteers will need.

■ to helpthe poor

Many projects that volunteers
undertake are desired to raise
the standard ofliving in
villages. The Corps works to
improve health care,housing,
transportaion,food production,
and othercommunity needs.

■ to promote world
peace

■ to help Americans
better understand

the people ofother
nations

Volunteers serve in Africa, Asia,Latin America,and on
various islands in the Pacific Ocean.

"Goals and Functions of The

Figure 9. JFK, The Final 100 Hours
Peace Corps."
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Figure 10. JFK, The Final 100 Hours - "History of The Peace. Corps.
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B-5

The Hev Frontier Gazette

Monday, June 5/1961

i
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m

Continued from B-1

kitchen. But there is

enough know-how and
knowledgeable people
to help those nations
help themselves."

Peace Corps
Time Line

Kennedy elected-l960
Peace Corps
established- 3/1/61
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trained at Rutgers
University-1961
Tentatiue Photo

<?=»
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Figure 11. JFK, The Final 100 Hours - "History of The Peace Corps'
(continued).
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solution, or a new photograph could be included.

For the

prbtotype, the photo was included.

The "Volunteer Requireinents" screen is on page 1 of
section C in the newspaper (see Figure 12).

up as an advertisement.

The page is set

Students are informed that clicking

on the forward arrow will take them to the "Classified"

section, where they will learn more about how to apply as a
Peace Corps volunteer.

The "Moon Phases for June" was added

as a space filler and for a "newspaper" effect, but does not
represent actual moon phases for June, 1961.

;

The "Classified" section (see Figure 13) was designed to
resemble a classified page.

The only section of the screen

that will react when the student clicks on it is the Peace

Corps advertisement.

A field detailing more Peace Corps

information pops up when students click on the advertisement.
To close the field, the students click on it.

: :S 1 :T^

"JFK Editorial" page is on D-1 of the newspaper (see

Figures 14 & 15).

These activities are included to assess

the student's understanding of The Peace Corps.

Answers are

entered into a notebook (see Figures 16 & 17). Students have

access to their notebook at any time while using the
JFK program.

There is a "pull-down" menu (not visible on

these print outs) that grants them access to it.

The

notebook was created by another member of the prototype team.
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Figure 12. JFK, The Final. 100 Hours - "Volunteer Requirements*

(of The Peace Corps).
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Figure 13. JFK,

The Final 100 Hours

{of The Peace Corps - continued) .
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"Volunteer Requirements"
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Figure 14. JFK, The Final 100 Hours - "JFK Editorial Activities."
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Figure 15. JFK, The Final 100 Hours - "JFK Editorial Activities,

illustrating "pop field."
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John P, Kehnedy
•Notes:This is your personal notebook.
Please type your name.
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Figure 16.

JFK, The Final 100 Hours - "Notebook" Personalization

Screen.
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These screens and their organization were designed based
on the principles of brain-based learning.

In addition, the

new social studies framework goals as well as current

assessment strategies were considered in the design and
development of the stack.

Stack Highlights

"Issues," Brain-based Learninaf and the California

History/social Science Framework

The "Issues" section of JFK, The Final 100 Hours

incorporates many brain-based principTes.

First/ the stack

provides a learning environment that is low in threat.

This

was accomplished by allowing the students to proceed at their
own pace.

In addition, ease of navigation was included in

the stack design.

Arrows that allow the users to go forward

and back are in consistent locations on each screen. Students

quickly become confident with their use.

Customized "pull

down" menus are also included to permit the students to
access their personal notebooks, or return to the JFK main

menu (see Figure 4).

All these features aim to engender a

feeling of self-confidence with repeated stack use.

Also, the stack was designed with the intention that the
learning environment be meaningful for the users.
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A

"newspaper" metaphor was used, since this format would be
familiar to most students.

Newspapers are a part of the

students' world, something to which they can relate.

Much

effort was put forth to ensure that each page was a faithful

reproduction of a newspaper section.
Another tenet of brain-based learning is that the
students should have access to large amounts of input.
Multimedia was created with that goal in mind: to include
enormous amounts of material in a compact package without
overloading the students with information.

Many "Issues"

screens allow the user to access further information related

to the topic.

The "Classified" section (see Figure 13), as

well as the "Editorial" page (see Figure 14) are such
examples.

Furthermore, the "Issues" section allows the users to
develop "self-learning" strategies.

This stack has enough

options that challenge students to learn how to access
information, and to determine a learning path in the order
with which they are most comfortable.

Multimedia has allowed

the stack to be non-linear, a characteristic which brainbased theorists advocate.

Hart (1978) stated that the brain

does not always process information in a linear fashion.

Holistic approaches are advocated not only by brainbased theorists, but the California History/Social Science
Framework Committee as well.
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The "Issues" stack is holistic

in nature.

It incorporates history, reading, written

language, and geography.

It covers one area of history, the issues of Kennedy's
presidency, in depth.

Moreover, students are required to

read screen information in order to proceed through the
stack.

The "Issues" section supports written language by

allowing students to take notes from any location within the

software.

Geography is integrated into the "Editorial"

screen (see Figure 14).

Users must be familiar with

Ethiopia, both its location and culture.
Lastly, the stack responds to the California

History/Social Science Framework's call for the use of
technology.

"Issues," a multimedia stack, is such an

example.

"Issues" and New Assessment Strategies

Assessment has changed dramatically in California.

No

longer is the "multiple-choice" test the accepted norm.

It

has been replaced by new methods of performanced-based

assessment such as journal writing and the use of portfolios,
Students must now demonstrate their competence in curricular

areas by explaining what they have learned.

The "Issues" stack incorporates such assessment
strategies.

Students can demonstrate their learning by
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proceeding to the "Editorial" page of the "newspaper" (see
Figure 14).

There they respond to assessment questions that

are of the problem-solving type.

These qtaestions require

that students apply not just the recail of historieal facts
but an analysis and synthesis of acquired information.

This

information is then applied to real-life, decision-making
situations.

■

Thosei

activities place the students in

critichl situations.

the role of theAp

Corps appiicants.
meaningfu1?

For example, in one activity they take

in the second, they acreen Peace

What better way to make learning

The students are required to reflect on what

they have learned, and formulate appropriate responses.
These responses are written in their "notebook" (see Figures
16 & 17), which is accessed by a "pull-down" menu.

The teacher can give feedback to the students on-line,

using the same field in the stack as the students.

Hard copy

print-outs of the students' responses are also available.
Thus, assessment is not limited to the usual "pencil and
paper" tests.

It extends to using various media that allow

students to elicit performance and package their learning in
many ways.
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Design Limitations

The "Issues" stack was a prototype and thus was designed
and developed with full awareness of the possible limitations
that technology may bring.

The prototype had RAM

constraints, as well as hardware limitations, which prevented
the design of a complete multimedia package.

Links to

videodisc, CD-ROM, and video were not included.

However,

images were scanned into the software so that links could be
added at a later date if desired.

Another design limitation is the fact that only the
"Peace Corps" menu selection is active (see Figure 6).

The

scope of this project did not allow for the completion by one
person of other issues related to the JFK administration.

CONCLUSION

This author was successful in creating a multimedia
prototype that complements the brain-based theory of

learning, the goals set forth by the eallfornia
History/Social Science Framevrork, and new methods of
assessment in California.

Hardware limitations did not allow

for the inclusion of links to videodisc, CD-ROM, or video,
but these could be added at a later date.

Instead, efforts

were concentrated in guaranteeing a strong, instructional
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product by designing and developing a stack that was founded
on brain-based learning principles.

An unexpected benefit was the experience of working with
a team to create something of such magnitude, and this was

was quite beneficial.

People from Florida, Texas, and

California collaborated to create the software.

This author

had never before worked on something of such grand scale.

Designing a project to be presented at a major
conference was quite challenging.

The team leaders demanded

a product of the highest quality, and team members met the

challenge by working diligently.

The entire process, from

conception to completion, was rewarding, and will aid this
author in designing software in the future.
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A

GLOSSARY

active listening - sometimes referred to as attentive

listening. Whenever a person is speaking, all other
people acknowledge the speaker with full attention and
eye contact (Gibbs, 1987).

button - by using a mouse and clicking on a button, the user
will cause something to happen. Buttons may have
different shapes and characteristics. For example, they
may be visible or invisible (Goodman, 1990).
card - contains one piece of information related to the
contents of the entire stack (Goodman, 1990).
CD-ROM - compact discs used to store information. CD-ROM
stands for "Compact Disc - Read Only Memory" (Bove &
Rhodes, 1990).

click - press the mouse.

curriculum - the courses of study offered by an educational
institution (The American Heritage Dictionary. 19831
FatBits - In FatBits, the user can see an area of 64 by 43
pixels. It is as if one area of the screen were
magnified. Pixels can be adjusted from white to black
or from black to white using the FatBits mode (Goodman,
1990).

field - textual information that changes from card to card in
a HyperCard stack exists in fields (Goodman, 1990).
HyperCard - authoring software designed for the Macintosh
computer. HyperCard uses a notecard metaphor.
HyperCard programs are called stacks. These stacks
contain cards. Each card (screen) contains graphics,
text, and buttons. Each card is linked to another card
(Goodman, 1990).

hYpermedia - Hypermedia extends the concept of hypertext to
include other media
graphics, animation, scanned
images, voice, sound, music, still video, and full
motion video (Van Horn, 1991).
hypertext - information linked in a non-sequential manner
(Blanchard & Rottenberg, 1990).
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icon - an image, figure (Guralnik, 1976).
link - connects two cards together (Goodman, 1990).

monitor - primary Qutput device for a microcomputerv a
videodisc player, and a videotape player (Van Horn,
1991).

mouse - an input device controlled by hand. The mouse is
connected to the keyboard via the keyboard ( Van Horn,

1991).

-

V

multimedia - a mixture of technologies controlled by
hypertext. Multimedia can include information from
video and audio sources such as music, text, animation,
film, graphics, speech, newsreels, and still images
(Blanchard & Rottenberg, 1990).
pixel - picture elements, or dots, that show on a computer
screen (Goodman, 1990).

pop field - a field that appears and disappears by clicking
with a mouse (Goodman, 1990).
portfolio
a purposeful collection of student work that
exhibits the student's efforts, progress and
achievements in one or more areas (Paulson, 1991).
RAM - (random access memory) - The memory that is used to run
applications and perform other necessary tasks when the
computer is on. When the computer is turned off, all
information in RAM is lost (Microsoft Corporation,
1990).

-

• .

scanner - captures an image from paper (or other sources) and
converts the image into digital information (Bove &
Rhodes, 1990).
,
stack - a collection of cards.

The information is limited to

one subject (Goodman, 1990).
technology

the knowledge and methods used to create a

product (Websters Dictionarv of Computer Terms, 1990).
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VIdfiodisn - the size of a 33 1/3 rpm phonograph record but
contains either thirty minutes or one hour of video per
side. There are 54,000 frames on each side of a disc.

A good player can randomly access any frame in a few
seconds. Also referred to as laser disc (Van Horn,
1991).
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